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WHAT SHOULD A NEW EDITION OF
THE OLD TURKIC INSCRIPTIONS LOOK LIKE?*

Mehmet Ölmez

Since the publication of the Kül Tegin and Bilge Kagan inscriptions in 1894 by Wilhelm Radloff (1984 a and b), the inscriptions written in the Old Turkic runic alphabet, including these two inscriptions and the Tunyukuk inscription, which are known to us from the Second Turkic Khanate and Uyghur Steppe Khanate that had their base in Mongolia, have been published several times. During this period of 115 years, various scholars have corrected and improved the readings and translations of these inscriprional texts with the help of their own as well as by their colleagues’ new suggestions and discoveries. Historical Turkic texts and modern Turkic languages were also of great help. It is worth emphasizing the significance and the role that texts in Old Uyghur language, Kutadgu Bilig, Dīvānu Luğātī’r-Turk, and other pre-modern Turkic texts played in this enterprise.

If a new publication of the Old Turkic Inscriptions in runic alphabet is needed within the framework of these innovations, I believe that the following methodology and principles should be followed:

1. The scope of this publication

The new publication should encompass the inscriptions remaining from the two khanate periods in Mongolia in a single book (if possible). From this point of view, the inscriptions found in the 1st and to some extent in the 2nd volumes of H.N. Orkun’s monograph (1936-1940) may well be included in such a publication. The works of Geng Shimin and Árpád Berta, two recent independent publications that included the inscriptions from both khanates Studies of the Old Turkic Inscriptions (2005) and Szavaimat Jól Halljátok (2004), are worth mentioning. However, the new publication must be also augmented by publication
of the Southern Siberian inscriptions, Talas inscriptions, and texts written on paper.

2. The texts to be used in a new publication

Cengiz Alyılmaz’s edition that was published in 2005 should be included in a new publication. The reasons for this are: In Alyılmaz’s edition, the three large inscriptions (Kül Tėgin, Bilge Qaghan, Tunyukuk) are for the first time compared and contrasted since Radloff (1894). Taking the earlier publications into consideration, the damage that the inscriptions in runic alphabet underwent over time has been repaired on the basis of modern technology. The texts in the runic alphabet which are presented by C. Alyılmaz address the earlier publications and the Finnish and Radloff atlases. There are some cases in my interpretation of inscriptions where I follow FAtlas and disagree with the publication of C. Alyılmaz, albeit very slightly.

3. Titles, proper names

The meanings of the titles and the authority of the rulers that we come across in the inscriptions, such as Buyruk, Čor, Šad, Šadapït, Tarkat, Tudun, Yahgu etc., should be presented to readers clearly and explicitly in the new contemporary publication, utilizing the Persian language, the Bactrian documents, the Mongolian languages, and the Chinese dynastic histories.

4. Place names

Similarly, the place names that we encounter in the inscriptions should be presented together with their contemporary equivalents, geographical locations, latitudes and longitudes (if possible) based on the recent knowledge that Turkology and related scholarship provides. Furthermore, all of these place names should be marked on a map. For example, the difference between Šantuŋ yazï which is attested in the inscriptions and the Shandong we know today should be clearly explained.

5. Tribal names

The tribal names found in the inscriptions should be presented in detail primarily on the basis of the Chinese sources and the research made on the basis of the Chinese sources as well
as sources in other languages that include information about the Turks. The research conducted on this subject, especially by historians, is very useful. There are numerous useful research publications on this subject starting from Chavannes 1903 and ending with Dobrovits.

6. Foreign words

Not only the language from which the words with foreign origins derive from but also the main form of these words as they are in the source language and the phonetic features pertaining to the period when these words entered into Old Turkish should be provided. For example, the phonetic peculiarities of Chinese words as čuv “stick, twig (fig. “tribe colony”), İšiyi “person name”, kotay “kind of silk fabric”, kunčuy “princess” and Sogdian or Sanskrit words such as Išbara “a high title”, Makarač “a title”, which entered Old Turkic from Sogdian and other languages should, if possible, be provided (see Ölmez 1995, 1997, 1999).

7. The points to be considered regarding the reading of inscriptions

7.1. The situation of the medial and final letter b:

The inscriptions, which have many signs for the consonants, have only four letters when it comes to labial consonants (Tekin 1988: XV, 2002: 22-23):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b₁</th>
<th>b₂</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The number of the words with the medial consonant b of this letter group that we come across in the inscriptions is thirty-three. Various titles, place names, and proper nouns of foreign origin take up thirteen of these words. In other words, the number of nouns of foreign origin is not low (see Table III below). Out of the remaining twenty words, five are derived. Therefore, in the inscriptions, the number of pure Turkic words with medial or final b is fifteen (see Chart I below). To conclude, we do not often encounter voiced medial labial consonants in the inscriptions. Considering the post-inscription historical texts and the distribution of those words in the modern Turkic languages, we can observe that the number of words with -v-, -v in roots (except in derived formations) in Turkic languages is really low. When we look at the words having the letters -b-, -v, -v in Turkic languages (primarily Turkish), we need to emphasize that the words with these sounds are rare and when they are considered from the aspect of Turkic words, the consonants b and v should not be recognized.
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as phonemes but just as allophones. The same is true not only for medial but also for initial position. In most Turkic languages, the words with the initial b- are conserved, whereas b’s became p’s in very few Turkic languages and b’s became v’s in some words or in some cases. In conclusion, such a distinction between the writing of the sounds b and v was not applied in the Old Turkic writings, which were rich in terms of consonant signs due to the absence of phonemic distinction, and the sign b (\(b'\) and \(b^2\)) was used instead of medial or final v. We can understand this fact looking at the Old Uyghur Irk Bitig text, which was written on paper in the runic alphabet and was historically and geographically far removed from the other documents. While the letters b and v can be differentiated in the runic-based texts and in their contemporary Uyghur texts, only the letter b is present in the Uyghur documents written on paper in the runic alphabet such as Irk Bitig.

Although this is the case in the Uyghur texts written in the runic alphabet, we can see that v suddenly replaces b in the medial position in the texts of the Uyghurs who used the Sogdian and Manichean scripts. The reason for that is that both alphabets have the letter v, which the runic script did not have. From this point of view, we can demonstrate that the words being transcribed with the medial or final b in the inscriptions actually had v. Therefore, the shift \(-b-, -b > -v-, -v\) supposedly occurring during the transition from the language of Runic Turkic inscriptions to Old Uyghur texts becomes irrelevant. Consequently, this point is no longer relevant for the discussion of differences between the language of the runic inscriptions and that of Old Uyghur.

The position of Clauson, who preferred to use v in his dictionary (1972) and in his previous works (1962) and who followed Árpád Berta in his publication of OT texts in 2004, should be recognized at this point as proper and correct. A. von Gabain gave the \(1w\) and \(2w\) counterparts for the transcription of \(\delta b'\) and \(\kappa b^2\) in parenthesis and with a question mark while she was outlining the Turkic runic alphabet in her grammar (1941). I believe that she was right to show her hesitation. Finally, after reaching the same point of view, I am further pleased to see that similar views have been adopted in Erdal 2004 (see. § 2.31. The labials, s. 63-67; § 2.409), one of the handy reference guides for our subject.

In the Runic inscriptions and in the Old Uyghur texts, we find the following words which start with b-, except for the derived words: bar-, hadruk, bagir, balik, baltuz, ban-, hak-, bakir, bar, bar-, bark, bas-, bas, bat-, bay, baz etc.

There is a b, more precisely a v at the end of a syllable, only at the end of the first syllable. A b or p (and hence a v) normally does not occur at the end of the second syllable in Turkic languages. Today, final -v consonants at second syllables that we especially see in
Kipchak languages are secondary forms and a significant amount of those forms were derived from -g.

In the Old Turkic language, a v can occur only after l or r at the beginning of the second syllable: arva-, arvî, arvîla-, arvîš, arvîščî, alvîr- ~ elvir-, čulvu, qalva, qalvalîq, qarva-, qurvî, silvisiz, telve, tilve ~ telve, tikvi, tolvî ~ tülvi, tûšvi, yalvar-, yadvî, yîgvî, yîgvîraq, yelpik, yelvi, yetvi.[1]

Teve

| Chart 1 |
|---------|--------------------------------------------------|
| 1       | eb                                               | tent, house, camp |
| 2       | ebir-                                           | to go around, pass around |
| 3       | ėlteber                                         | in a compound: ėl and teber |
| 4       | kabîš-                                          | to come together, meet, join |
| 5       | köbürgė                                         | drum |
| 6       | kubran-                                         | to come together, assemble |
| 7       | sab                                             | words, speech, message |
| 8       | Sebig                                           | person name |
| 9       | sebin-                                          | to be happy, derived from *seb- |
| 10      | sub                                             | water; river |
| 11      | subsuz                                          | derived from sub |
| 12      | tabišgan                                        | hare |
| 13      | tebe[2]                                         | camel |
| 14      | teblig                                          | deceitful |
| 15      | ubut                                            | shyness |
| 16      | yabîz                                           | bad (from same root: yabîz, yablak, yablak) |
| 17      | yablak                                          | bad; badness, harm (from same root: yabîz, yablak, yablak) |
| 18      | yabît-                                          | to ruin, put to rout (from same root: yabîz, yablak, yablak) |
| 19      | yubul-                                          | to roll, roll down |

Derivationes

| 20      | ėlbilge                                         | compound (title of Moyun Čor’s wife) |
| 21      | ėlteberlig                                      | derived (ĕlteber: a high title: governor-general) |
| 22      | kubrat-                                         | derived (to come together, assemble) |
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Chart 2

| 23 | balbal          | < *barg-mal (stone statue of the killed enemy) |
| 24 | čabiš           | aide-de-camp (borrowed!)                     |
| 25 | Išbara          | borrowed word, through -v-                  |
| 26 | Keņji Tarban   | geographical name                           |
| 27 | tabar           | geographical name                           |
| 28 | tabgač          | ethnic name                                 |
| 29 | tabgačgī        | derived form, from tabgač                   |
| 30 | tarban          | geographical name                           |
| 31 | tatabī          | ethnic name                                 |
| 32 | yabgu           | a title                                     |
| 33 | yalabač         | envoy, messenger (< ?)                      |

7.2. The situation of the letters ė, ĭ which stand for the vowels A and I:

Since Radloff published the inscriptions it has been believed that there are eight vowels and four vowel signs in the language of the runic inscriptions. And since Thomsen revealed the existence of a closed ė in the Yenisei inscriptions, the words in which this letter is used have been mostly read with an ė by Turkologists (see Thomsen 1913, Kormušin 1997). However, as this closed ė does not appear in KT, BK and T inscriptions, the letter i /I/ is read by majority of scholars as I as in bir-, biš, il, it-, kiš, ti-, tigin, tir-, yiti where a close e is thought to occur, and read with e (an open e) where vowels are not shown: ber-, beš, el, et-, yer, yeti etc. Considering the level of our present day knowledge of the Old Uyghur texts and with our knowledge about the closed ė, the words that occur in the runic inscriptions and sometimes bear the feature of double inscription, namely the words which can be written with an i or without a vowel (bir-, biš, il, it- ve br-, bš, l, t-), should be consistently read with the closed ė. Sir Gerard Clauson has always examined the Runic inscriptions with the same methodology from the very beginning and Árpád Berta has read the same words consistently with closed ė (2004).[3]

7.3. The words with controversial vowel value:

The words whose vowel values were controversial in the past should be read according to our current knowledge (such as ančula- → ančola-, budun → bodun, kürlüg → körlüg, topla- → topul-, čogay → čugay, kutay → kotay). H. User’s work should be useful in this respect regarding the readings of different periods and the corrections (User 2009). Most of the latest reading suggestions and the corrections are included in this publication. In this
framework, the appropriate readings should be reflected in new publications according to new readings and corrections.

7.4 The letters $g \sim \eta$ and the representing on the transcription:

In the Kül Tegin and Bilge Kagan inscriptions, we see that the letters $g'$ and $g^2$ are used instead of $\eta$ especially in the 2nd person verb conjugation, in the 2nd person possessive suffixes. This case is discussed under “$\eta \sim g$ alternation” title in OTG: “Nasal consonant /$\eta$/ often interchanges with fricative /$g$/ within and at the end of the words. This sound change occurs in singular and plural 2nd person possessive suffixes and personal suffixes” (Tekin 2002: 70).

In pre-modern or modern Turkic languages, especially in Kipchak language, we come across words that exhibit $g$ instead of Old Turkic $\eta$, or that change with other sounds through $g$. However, it seems to be difficult to have the same changes to be identical with the changes occurring in the runic inscriptions. The situation observed in the runic inscriptions concerns the spelling rather than a phonetic change. The spelling peculiarity of the inscriptions results from the fact that $\eta$ and $g$ sounds were in this period allophones rather than separate $\eta$ and $g$ phonemes. The $\eta$ we encounter in the inscriptions must have been a close sound to $g$ regarding the place of articulation because $\eta$ and $g$ are used interchangeably in the same word morphological forms (see the 2nd point below).

1. As is mentioned in OTG, the “$\eta \sim g$ alternation” is restricted only to the 2nd person, without any connection word roots, stems or other affixes (p. 70).

2. If such an interchange were reflected generally, we would see it in the whole corpus of runic inscriptions in the verbal conjugation of the 2nd person. However, such an interchange is not observed in the Tunyukuk Inscription. Moreover, the same expressions are formed not with $g$ but $\eta$ in the 2nd person in the examples below and on this basis we can deem that what we see in these word forms is not a consonant change but rather a specific spelling feature: ėliŋin: töröŋin KT G D 19 (the same affix is written with $\eta$ in the first example and with $g$ in the second one);

Here in the following words, $\eta$ is used, while in other lines $g$ is used: KT G 8 antagïŋïn, KT G 9 kaganïŋïn, KT G 10 ël tutsïkïŋïn, KT D 22 ėliŋin : töröŋin, KT D 23 küregïŋïn, kaganïŋïn, BK K 8 [ël] tutsïkïŋïn, ölsikiŋïn, BK D 21 yavlakïŋïn.[4]

3. This “$\eta \sim g$ alternation” is seen especially in Kipchak language. In addition, we do not have any inscriptions from Kipchak languages. The above-mentioned variation is observed in Kipchak languages both in the roots, stems and in the 2nd person plural verb conjugation forms, based on Codex Cumanicus and Tatar language. We can cite A.v. Gabain on that issue
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(1959):

“Genitiv + ŋiz ~ + γiz, Tat. + γiz (p. 47); Hinterlingualer Nasal: η, Sporadischer Wechsel mit γ/g: anar ‘ihm’ ~ aḡar; atū, yalığız ‘allein’: yalğız ~ yalγuz; Imperativ: kel-injiz ~ kel-ígiz; Poss. 2. Sg. +iŋ ~ +iγ; 2. Pl. +iŋiz ~ +iγiz; demgemäß in den Endungen des Perfekts und des Konditionales (p. 55, 61)”.

The situation is not restricted to this example in Modern Kipchak languages, various types of y consonants emerges through g: Tat., Kzk. iyek “chin” (< OT eŋek), Tat. søyek, Kzk. suye ‘bone’ (~ OT sünük), see. Öner 1998, p. 17.

4. We do not see such “interchanges” or change in the 2nd person verb conjugation in the Uyghur and Old Uyghur inscriptions from Mongolia, which are basically the continuation of the inscriptions in terms of language.

5. As is seen in the data and the sources above, in modern Tatar language the abovementioned change is systematic in the 2nd person. However, in the inscriptions, a given word is seen with g and η in the same conjugation but not seen in any other word except for the 2nd person. In other words, in Tatar language such an η > g change for 2nd person is seen systematically; however, this example is not followed in the inscriptions consistently. Such forms found in historical texts have been analyzed in detail in the work of Hamilton (1977) and most of the examples, from Old Uyghur language to Anatolian dialect, regarding this subject have been covered:

aŋar ~ aḡar ~ aar; saŋa ~ sā; täŋrim ~ tärim; saŋun, ~ saqun; yaŋa ~ yaŋan ~ yaƣan ; sänjir ~ sāgir / *sagur ; sānjil ~ sīgil ~ sūgil; yuŋ / yūŋ ~ yum / yūm; yenjil / yāŋjil ~ yīnjil ~ yūgūl / yēgīl / yeğīl ~ *yūmīl; tōŋ ~ tōm ~ tōg ~ don; qoŋur ~ qoḡur ~ qomur; sīunjuk ~ sūmūk ~ sügūk; köŋūl ~ kömūl; tūŋīr ~ tūḡīr / dūḡīr ~ tūmūr; injr ~ imir; tīŋaq ~ tūnaq ~ tīŋaq / dirgag ~ tūragon ~ tarmaq; ārṇak ~ ārnāk ~ ārgāk ~ ārbāx; āṛnān ~ ārgān; yalṇus / yalŋuz ~ yalγuz; aqsun ~ aqsum ~ aṣān ; qalīŋ ~ qalīm ~ qalīn; qalqan ~ qalqan ~ qalqa; otuŋ ~ otun; tapčuŋ ~ tapčan; yataŋ ~ yatan. (Hamilton 1977, 510-512)

My opinion is that some of the examples provided here are to some extent beyond the scope of this paper: täŋrim ~ tärim; aqsun ~ aqsum ~ aṣān; qalīŋ ~ qalīm ~ qalīn; qalqan ~ qalqan ~ qalqa; otuŋ ~ otun; tapčuŋ ~ tapčan; yataŋ ~ yatan. For such a change / interchange observed in the Karakhanid documents in certain situations see. Erdal 1984, 264-265, 273.

Making use of the possibilities that the type provides us with, the letters which were written with g where they should be η can be written as η with “shadow” as seen below and thus can be distinguished from both g and η in a new publication. In this way, the reader can easily distinguish between the spellings of the abovementioned examples. Shortly to say, the reader can easily understand that shadow η means the letter written as Y or ß, but should
be read as \( \eta \). The examples where \( g \) is used instead of \( \eta \) in Kül Tegin and Bilge Kagan inscriptions are as follows:

- KT G 6 öltüŋ
- KT G 7 ölsğiŋ
- KT G 7 öltüŋ
- KT G 8 buŋuy
- KT G 9 bardınıŋ
- KT G 9 altonitę̄ŋ
- KT G 9 arılıŋ
- KT G 9 çertiŋ
- KT D 23 yaŋiliňuŋ
- KT D 23 kigürtuŋ
- KT D 23 bardınıŋ
- KT D 24 barduŋ (2 times)
- KT D 24 çedgün
- KT D 25 bodumuy
- KT K 9 çertiŋiz
- KT K 10 ertiŋiz
- BK K 5 öltüŋ
- BK K 5 őlsćiŋ
- BK K 6 öltüŋ
- BK K 7 bardınıŋ
- BK K 7 altonitę̄ŋ
- BK K 7 arılı[tiŋ]
- BK K 7 çertiŋ
- BK K 13 bagiřeriŋ [de] [7]
- BK K 13 törőgün
- BK K 13 yaŋiliŋ
- BK K 13 kigürtuŋ
- BK K 13 bardınıŋ (2 times)
- BK D 20 bardınıŋ
- BK D 20 sűnyükün
- BK D 20 költuŋ (2 times)
- BK D 20 bilmedükünin
7.5. Missing or faulty spelling:

The forms which are thought to have a missing or faulty spelling in the inscriptions can be represented with a < > sign, and faulty spellings can be corrected by providing notes: D 19 $yäŋîl$uin[$^8$], T I K 7 tuñukuk<k>a, T I K 9 $i$<d>tïm, T I K 10 kel<ür>ti, bög<ü>, 11 çêdîm<ïz>; KT D 13 $î$ Ür$Ü$ Ün$Ü$, törös$in$: Alyılmaz 2005: $^9$; Tekin corrects this part according to the spelling of a parallel expression /töfrüs$in$ found in BK D 11 (1988, p. 75, 57. explanation).

8. Every source related to the issue should be considered

Among the sources which are seldom used in Turkey, such as the research conducted in Korea, Japan and China, the contributions of the Persian language specialists should especially be considered alongside Western publications for the place names, tribal names, titles and other issues that we come across in the runic inscriptions. Any publication that has been published in the field of Old Turkic philology in the last 20 years, which would provide support for this new comprehensive publication, should be considered and scrutinized with great care as a possible foundational part of the new publication effort.

I would like to conclude this article with Clauson’s footnote dating back to 1962. Clauson stated that there is nothing much left to do regarding the inscriptions looking at the 48 years of publications. Nevertheless, at the present point there are still many problems to be solved, and I am quite confident that the last word has not yet been pronounced on the Orkhon inscriptions. Indeed, as Clauson himself states regarding the Yeniseian Inscriptions, the work done as of 1962 was far from being satisfactory and credible.$^9$ Given his own hesitation, I believe that it is better to end with a bang rather than a whimper, and prepare a thoroughly complete edition.

Abbreviations and sources

BK: Bilge Kağan Inscription
KT: Kül Têgin Inscription
Kzk.: Kazak language
OT: Old Turkic
OTG: Tekin 2002
Studies: Clauson 1962
T: Tunyukuk Inscription
Tat.: Tatar language
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NOTES


[1] Clauson’s dictionary and OTWF can be consulted for examples.

[2] Tekin’s reading of tebi in 1995 should be corrected as tebe; as the letter a A is damaged, the letter to be read as e is mistaken for i i, for the correct reading see. Rybatzki p. 71, footnote 199; we cannot find the word with i in any text of historical period or in modern Turkic language, therefore the word here should also be teve with -e.


[5] A. v. Gabain, “Die Sprache der Codex Cumanicus” 1959; id. “Das Alttürkische”, p. 31 (for possessive suffixes) makes the statement that the forms “2nd person sing. ⁺财物 ~ ⁺财物, plural ⁺财物~ ⁺财物, ⁺财物, ⁺财物 are seen only in a very few inscriptions”.
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[9] “It is very doubtful whether any of these editions can be regarded as absolutely final; there is probably not much left to be done with the Orkhon inscriptions or the manuscripts, but it is clear that the present editions of the Yenisei inscriptions are still most unsatisfactory and very little reliance can be placed upon them.” Studies, p. 68.